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In this paper we consider the Lienard equation 
x” +,f(x) x’ +g(x) = 0 (1.1) 
with f, g: [w + IR, and we study its qualitative behaviour from the point of 
view of boundedness, oscillation, and periodicity of the solutions. 
Such kind of problems has been widely discussed in the literature on 
nonlinear oscillations. 
A review of methods and a comprehensive bibliography of articles 
appeared up to 1962 is due to Reissig, Sansone, and Conti [ 11. An 
improvement concerning methods and articles appeared up to 1976 is due 
to Cherkas [2]. Supplementary bibliographies may be found in Burton 
and Townsend [3,4] and in Graef [S]. 
Let 
Most authors impose the assumption 
lim G(x) = + cc 
Y-i% 
which, for a long time, was considered fundamental for this kind of 
problems. 
In this paper we prove that the condition on the divergence of the 
integral G(x) carries unnecessary additional troubles and observe that the 
assumptions which play the important role are instead 
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lim sup[G(x) + F(x)] = + co (1.2) r- tx 
lim sup[G(x) -F(x)] = + cc. (1.3) .r - ~ w 
These conditions improve a result of Graef [S]. 
Moreover, no restrictions on the sign of F(x) are required because we 
only ask that F(x) be bounded below for x positive and above for x 
negative. 
All the results are proved using the planar system 
x’ = y - F(x) 
y’= -g(x). 
In the next section we consider a trajectory of such a system and we give 
a necessary and sufficient condition for its intersection with the curve 
y = F(x). 
This condition is applied to ensure oscillation of solutions to Eq. (1.1). 
The main result, Theorem 3, and its corollaries guarantee the existence of 
a non-trivial periodic solution for Eq. (1.1) with surprisingly weak restric- 
tions upon g(x): only regularity conditions and the assumption xg(x) > 0 if 
x # 0, which are standard in this kind of problem. 
2. INTERSECTION WITH THE CURVE y=F(x) 
Equation ( 1.1) is equivalent to the Lienard system 
x’=y-F(x) 
y’= -g(x). 
(2.1) 
We assume throughout this paper that f is continuous and g is locally 
Lipschitz continuous. This guarantees existence and uniqueness for the 
solutions of system (2.1). 
Moreover we assume that there exists a positive constant c such that 
F(x)> -c> --Go if x>O 
F(x)<c< +a2 if x<O, 
(2.2) 
and 
xg(x)>O if x # 0. 
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THEOREM 1. Under conditions (2.2), for every (x,, y) with y > F(x,) and 
x0 3 0 the trajectory qfsystem (2.1) which passes through (x0, y) intersects 
the curve y = F(x) at (x, F(x)) with x > x0 if and only if 
lim sup[G(x) + F(x)] = + co. (1.2) .ri-+Z 
For every (x0, y) with y < F(x,) and x0 < 0 the frajectory of system (2.1) 
rvhich passes through (x,, y) intersects the curve y = F(x) at (x, F(x)) with 
x <x0 if and only lf 
lim sup[G(x) - F(x)] = -t co. (1.3) Y- x 
Proof: For simplicity, call s( the curve y= F(x). We consider the case 
y > F(q) with q, > 0. 
Assume that 
lim sup[G(x) + F(x)] < + co. 
YY 1% 
This implies that there exist H, K> 0 such that F(x) <K, G(x) -L H for 
x > 50 . 
We now follow a method which was used by Ponzo and Wax 163. 
Consider the curves defined by 
V(x, y) = # y - K)2 + G(x) = constant. 
It is easy to see that if G(x) has no upper bound these curves are closed, 
but if G(x) < H the curves which intersect he y-axis with y > m + K do 
not intersect the line y = K. 
The time rate of change of V along a solution trajectory is given by 
I’=g(x)[K-F(x)]. 
Since F(x) < K, in x > x,, the trajectories of system (2.1) cross these 
curves from their interiors to their exteriors, Thus, if y > @+ K the 
trajectory of system (2.1) which passes through (x,, y) is bounded away 
from ‘x. 
Assume now that condition (1.2) holds. 
If 
lim sup F(x) = + co, 
I;- +m 
consider the trajectory of system (2.1) which passes through (x,, y,) with 
Yo ’ Qxo). 
505/67/Z-9 
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The slope of this trajectory, given by (2.1), is 
g(x) 
-y 
and it is negative if x > x0 and y> F(x). On the other hand F(x) is not 
bounded for x > x0, therefore this trajectory intersects LX. 
If 
lim G(x)= +a, 
li++* 
consider the closed nested ovals 
W(x, y) = f( y + c)’ + G(x) = constant. 
Since ti= -g(x)[F(x) + c] < 0 if x > xc,, the trajectory passing through 
(x,, vO) is bounded by these ovals and guided to ~1. 
In exactly the same way we can treat the case y < F(x,), with x0 6 0, and 
consider assumption ( 1.3). QED. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is still valid if we consider the phase-plane 
system 
x’=y 
(2.3) 
v’ = -f(x) y -g(x) 
which is equivalent to Eq. (1.1) and system (2.1). In fact the nonlinear 
transformation 
ux, v) = (4 4’+ KY)) 
carries system (2.3) into system (2.1) preserving the x-coordinates. With 
this transformation the x-axis becomes the curve .y = F(x). Thus conditions 
(1.2) and (I .3) avoid the possibility of horizontal asymptotes, when t is 
increasing, for trajectories of system (2.3). 
3. OSCILLATION OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we assume that all solutions of Eq. ( 1.1) and system (2.1) 
are continuable in the future. 
A solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory if there exists a sequence {tlZ} 
tending monotonically to + CC such that x{tn} = 0. 
When f(x) > 0 results on oscillation of solutions of Eq. ( 1.1) were given 
by Burton and Townsend [3] and by Utz [7]. When xF(x)>O for 1x1 
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large a result in this direction was given by Graef [S]. In a very recent 
paper Hara and Yoneyama [S] improved this result. 
It is trivial to show that the oscillation of solutions of Eq. (1.1) can be 
proved using system (2.1) or system (2.3). To this end it is necessary to 
prove that any trajectory of such system intersects the y-axis in a finite 
time. 
If we assume that the origin is the only stationary point and it is 
repulsive, Theorem 1 can be used to have oscillations of solutions. 
THEOREM 2. Let xF(x) --c 0 for (xl <E and conditions (2.2) hold. All 
solutions C$ Eq. (1.1) oscillate if and only if conditions (1.2) and (1.3) hold. 
Pro@ We consider system (2.1). The first assumption guarantees that 
the origin is the only stationary point and is repulsive. Moreover trajec- 
tories of (2.1) are clockwise. 
We observe that a trajectory of system (2.1) which passes through a 
point of the curve x at x > 0 must intersect the y-axis at y < 0. In fact this 
trajectory cannot approach the origin and its slope is bounded. The same 
property holds for trajectories which intersect cx at x < 0; such trajectories 
must intersect x at ,v > 0. 
On the other hand, if a trajectory of system (2.1) which passes through a 
point (x,, y,) does not intersect the curve y = F(x) this trajectory cannot 
be oscillatory. Hence the intersection of solutions with the curve y = F(x) is 
equivalent in this case to the oscillation of solutions. Assumptions (2.2), 
(1.2) and (1.3) and therefore Theorem 1, can be used to have the desired 
result. Q.E.D 
Remark 2. Any set of assumptions which guarantee that the only 
stationary point is repulsive may be used in Theorem 2. More general con- 
ditions were given by Opial [9] and Hara and Yoneyama [S], but here we 
consider S(x) < 0 in a neighbourhood of the origin for simplicity. Hara 
and Yoneyama gave a similar result, as we mentioned before, using con- 
ditions like (1.2) and (1.3), [8, Theorem 5.31 but also using the assumption 
that xF(x) > 0 for (XI large, while Theorem 2 has no restrictions on the sign 
of F(x). 
4. UNIFORM ULTIMATE BOUNDEDNESS OF SOLUTIONS: PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
The solutions x(t) of Eq. (1.1) are uniformly ultimately bounded if there 
exists a constant A > 0 and a time T> 0 such that for all t > T we have 
Ix(t)1 <A and Ix’(t)1 <A. The solutions of (1.1) are uniformly ultimately 
bounded if and only if the corresponding positive semitrajectories of system 
(2.1) (or (2.3) are uniformly bounded. In this situation the Poincart- 
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Bendixson theorem may be used to produce at least a periodic solution. For 
a long time, apparently, it was believed that the assumption 
lim G(x) = + a (4.1) .Y’+n 
was crucial for this problem. 
The classical results in this direction were given by Levinson and Smith 
[lo], under the assumption f(x) > 0 for 1x1 large, by Filippov [ 111 and 
Dragilev [12] under assumptions on the sign of F(x). Graef [S] relaxed 
Assumption (4.1) and obtained 
lim [G(x) + F(x)] = + 00 
V’frn 
(4.2) 
lim [G(x) - F(x)] = -t cc 
Y--‘-X 
with the assumptions on F(x) required by Dragilev. This implies that if 
lim v--r +mx G(x) < H, then lim.,, +K F(x) = + GO; hence the divergence of 
one of F(x) and G(x) when x goes to + cc is required. A result in this 
direction may be found also in [ 133. It is in some sense surprising that 
actually assumption (4.1) makes the problem of finding bounded trajec- 
tories of system (2.1) troublesome, as is shown by the following result 
THEOREM 3. Let (I) xF(x) < 0 for JxJ < E and g(x) x > 0 $x # 0 
(2) G(x)< H [fx>x,>O or ifx< -x,, 
(3) F(x)> --(‘-cc fx>O 
F(x)<c< +cE q-x<0 
(4) lim., +,x sup[G(x) + F(x)] = + cc 
lim ,--r-l. sup[G(x) - F(x)] = + co 
then there exists at least one non-trivial periodic solution of Eq. (1.1). 
ProoJ Without loss of generality, assume that G(x) < H if x > x0. We 
now consider system (2.1) and produce a bounded trajectory. Arguing like 
in Theorem 1 we consider 
W(x, y) = f(r + c)’ + G(x) = constant. 
Such curves which intersect the y-axis at y < - (J% + c) do not inter- 
sect the x-axis at x > 0. 
Again m= -g(x)[E;(x)+ c] is negative if x>x,,. This implies that if we 
consider a point P(.?, 9) with 1>x,, p< -(,/?%+ c), the trajectory of 
system (2.1) which passes through P comes from “infinity” without inter- 
secting the x-axis before reaching the point P. Call this trajectory /I We 
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now follow /I starting from P. We use Assumptions 3 and 4 and therefore 
Theorem 1 to say that /? intersects CI at (x, F(x)) with x ~0 and again 
intersects tl at (x, F(x)) with x > 0. Thus /r is a bounded trajectory. 
In the light of Assumption 1 the Poincare-Bendixson theorem now 
implies that system (2.1) has at least one stable limit cycle. Therefore there 
is at least one non-trivial periodic solution for Eq. (1.1). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. We observe that under assumptions of Theorem 3, we have 
many information on the behaviour of solutions of Litnard equation: 
All solutions are oscillatory, 
All solutions are uniformly ultimately bounded, 
There is at least a non-trivial periodic solution, 
On the other hand Assumption 1 is standard in this kind of problem and 
we have no restriction on the sign of F(x), because we do not need 
Assumption (4.2). 
The statement of Theorem 3 may be presented also in this way: 
Under assumptions of Theorem 2 if Assumption (4.1) is not fulfilled then 
Eq. (1.1) has at least a non-trivial periodic solution. 
When (4.1) holds, it is necessary to have other restrictions on F(x). 
Dragilev [ 121 proved that if there exist K, > K, > 0 such that 
F(x)> K, if x> x0, F(x) < K, if x< -x0 (4.3) 
and xF(x) ~0 for 1x( <E, xg(x) 10 for x#O, then system (2.1) has at least 
one stable limit cycle. In 1982 this result was improved by Ding-Da-Zeng 
[ 141, who assumed 
F(x)>,K if x>xO, F(x)<K if XC -x0 
lim sup F(x) > K, lim inf F(x) < K 
(4.4) 
r-+x Y- -r 
instead of (4.3). 
We can combine Theorem 3 and Assumption (4.4) to have the following 
result: 
THEOREM 4. Ler (1) xg(x) > 0 if 1x1 > x0 
(2) F(x)> -c> -cc q-x>0 
F(x)<c< +m ifx<O 
(3) F(x)>K ifx>x,, F(x)<K ifx< -x0 
lim Y- +r sup F(x) > K, lim i’-m inf F(x) < K 
then all solutions of Eq. (1.1) are uniformly ultimately bounded if and only if 
Assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) hold. 
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The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3 and the result of Ding- 
Da-Zeng. This result improves a result of Graef [S, Theorem 3.11. 
The following corollaries do not involve any assumption on the 
behaviour of G(x). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions 
(1) x1F(x) < 0 for 1x1 <E and xg(g) > 0 if x # 0, 
(2) lim., *m F(x) = _+ co 
Eq. (1.1) has at least a non-trivial periodic solution. 
This result was proved also by Graef [S]. 
His proof is still valid in the forced case: 
x” +f(x) x’ + g(x) = e(t) = e( t + T) 
when the mean value j: e( t) dt is zero. 
A similar result was obtained by Zanolin [ 151 for the system. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions 
(1) xF(x)<Ofor 1x1 <E, xg(x)>O ifx#O, 
(2) F(x)dc ifxd -x0, F(x)>,c ifx>x, 
lim Y-r t-c supF(x)= +a, lim,,-, infF(x)= --co 
Eq. (1.1) has at least a non-trivial periodic solution. 
We just observe that if G(x) < H, Assumption 2 may be relaxed to 
condition (2.2). 
For every statement of this section the condition 
xF( x) < 0 if \xI<c 
may be relaxed as mentioned in Remark 2. 
An existence result for periodic solutions of Eq. (1.1) in which F(x) may 
have the same sign for 1x1 large, provided that g(x) is big enough may be 
found in [ 163. 
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